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warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement.
SAP assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this document, except if
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Mass Data Processing

Mass Data Processing
Scenario
The execution of mass data scenarios (e.g. processing more than 100.000
instances by the help of a daily batch job) using the default simple buffer might
lead to performance issues or out even of memory dumps.
Problem
The simple buffer has an unrestricted cache size. If the internal buffer table grows
during the scenario, access to that buffer is more time consuming. If this internal
table needs more memory than available, an out of memory dump occurs.
Solutions
•

Implement a buffer with a maximum cache size (e.g. circular buffer principle)

•

Use the simple buffer but package your workload and regularly clean your
buffer after each processed package (“cleanup” core service after each “save”
core service call).
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Entities

Mass-Enabled Core Services
Scenario
It is important that core services, that query data from the database, are used in a
mass-enabled fashion. If for instance a RETRIEVE is done in a loop, each
iteration will cause a database select. It the loop iterates on many instances, this
will slow down the application.

Solutions
All methods of the service manager and the io_read are mass-enabled. Fetch all
data in an internal table and loop afterwards over the entries.
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Database Index
Scenario
The reading access via alternative key and the navigation to child nodes are very slow and
need to be accelerated.
Solutions
A database index improves the performance of reading data from a database table. In
principle it is a (sorted) selection of database columns. If the data is changed, the
corresponding index will be automatically updated which costs additional performance.
There are two different kinds of an index:
A.

Primary Database Index
BOPF node tables have the instance key (fields MANDT and DB_KEY) as primary key
and thus automatically as primary index

B.

Secondary Database Index
 Subnodes should have an index on the fields MANDT and PARENT_KEY to speed
up compositions (use “Generate DDIC”>”DB-Index” checkbox)
 Alternative key access can be accelerated by a secondary database index
 Remark for Hana DB: please compare to DB guidelines, if creation of DB Index
makes sense at all. E.g. when more than 500k entries are expected and when
Index shall only be generated for a single column.
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Alternative Keys

Secondary Database Index for Alternative Keys
Scenario
A new alternative key is created on a node. It is recommended to create a secondary index
for that alternative key.
Reasons to create an Alternative Key
•

Target-Resolved Binding

•

The node instances are predominantly read and there is less modification

Restrictions
•

Selectivity: Each alternative key value should correspond to less than 5% of the node
instances

•

The alternative key should consist of less than 4 fields and those should not overlapping
fields of other index

•

There should be only less than 5 index on the node table (ease optimizer's job)

•

There is no other index existing covering the fields from left to right. In that case, the
other index will automatically be reused to solve the requests

Remark for Hana DB: please compare to DB guidelines, if creation of DB Index makes
sense at all. E.g. when more than 500k entries are expected and when Index shall only be
generated for a single column.
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Example: Creation of a Secondary Index (1)
Use transaction SE11 to change the database table ZCI_XX_D_ROOT. Click on
‘Indexes…‘
1

2
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Example: Creation of a Secondary Index (2)
Add the fields MANDT and INVOICE_ID as index fields. It is OK if the
database index is non-unique. Save and activate.
3
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Determinations

Lazy Determination Execution
Scenario
A time-consuming after modification determination calculates less important fields
or fields, whose content is not immediately reflected on the user interface.
Solutions
Instead of executing the determination immediately after each modification,
configure it to the finalize determination time. It will only be executed during the
save and thus it will be less often executed than before.
Example
The admin data determination is usually configured to the finalize determination
time. Thus the user who changed instances will be only updated during save, but
not immediately after the change. This little time frame of inconsistency doesn’t
really matter.
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Determinations using Only Read Mode

Scenario
A determination updates only instances of a transient node.
Problem
By default, BOPF locks instances automatically while editing them. As transient
node instances are always isolated to the current session scope, it is not needed
to lock them.
Solutions
Use the edit mode „Only Read Mode“. It will suppress time consuming framework
logic for locking the modified instances and the write node evaluation.
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Combination of Determination
Scenario
There are two determinations having the same request nodes and trigger
conditions and operating on the same data.
Solutions
It would be possible to combine them. Thereto read the data at the beginning in
internal tables, execute both of the determinations‘ logic and flush the modified
data to the buffer at the end. On the one hand, this reduces the internal buffer
access costs (especially if many instances are buffered), but on the other, it
worses your application design.
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Before Retrieve Determination Configurations
Scenario
A time-consuming “before retrieve” determinations appears more than expected in
the performance trace.
Solution
“Before retrieve“ determinations can be configured in two different ways.
Depending on the configuriation, they will be executed multiple times:
•

If their request node is equal to their assigned node, BOPF will execute the
determination exactly once for each key requested in the RETRIEVE call.

•

If their request node is a subnode, BOPF will execute that determination
every time the consumer navigates to the subnode via
RETRIEVE_BY_ASSOCIATION call.
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Queries

Paging
Scenario
Queries fetch data from a business object. If the size of data of a business object
increases, the query usage can slow down the scenario performance.
Solutions
A consumer using a query should specify the information request as fine grained
as possible. Thereto the IS_QUERY_OPTIONS parameter should be used:
•

Use the MAXIMUM_ROWS component in order to restrict the query result

•

Use the SORTING_OPTIONS in order to get an already sorted result instead
of sorting it on ABAP level

•

Use paging (PAGING_ACTIVE) and hand over the START_ROW or the
START_KEY of the desired page

If the query is implemented, the implementation must also support that
parameters.
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Generic Result Type Query
Scenario
Information contained on different nodes of the business object shall be returned
to the consumer by the help of one single core service call.
Problem
Navigating through the business object via RETRIEVE_BY_ASSOCIATION to
collect the required data will lead to many database requests.
Solutions
Use a „generic result type“ query and implement a common SQL join statement. If
you‘re using the BOPF authority solution, also mix in the authority checks.
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Validations

Lazy Validation Execution
Scenario
A time-consuming validation checks less important fields or fields, which are not
immediately reflected on the user interface.
Solutions
Instead of executing the validation immediately after each modification, configure
it as action validation on save. It will only be executed during the save and thus it
will be less often executed than before.
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Validation Sequence
Scenario
Two consistency validations have the same request nodes and triggering
condition. The first validation is very time consuming but rarely fails. The second
one often fails but is very fast.
Solutions
It would be possible to just execute the fast validation first and in case of an error
bypass the second validation. If both validations fail, the user would get just the
error message of the first one. If he corrects the issue and executes the check
again, the second error message would be visible. The usability would be not
perfect but the performance would be much better – especially as the second
validation do not fail very often.
•

Thus think of combining the validations in a single class and execute the
validation logic of the fast validation first. Only in case of no errors, continue
executing the slower logic.

•

In case of action validations, check the option „Do not execute if errors have
occurred“ and maintain the validation dependencies. If an instance fails a
validation, it will not be handed over to the follow up validations.
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Use Action Validation Usage to check the Save
Scenario
A time consuming consistency validation is configured to prevent the save by the
help of a save preventing consistency group. In the performance trace, this
consistency validation appears very often.
Solutions
Use an action validation configured on „save“ instead of the consistency
validation. A consistency validation is always executed, as soon as their condition
is fulfilled – even after each modification roundtrip. In addition, save preventing
consistency validations needs to have the „check“ trigger maintained. Thus the
are additional executed as soon as the consumer executes the „check“/“check
and determine“ core service.
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Avoid After Validation Time (due to image copy)

Avoid to have a “After Validation” determination in your business object. This will
reduce the internal image copy.
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Transient Data

Transient Data
Scenario
In many cases data is somehow redundant. For instance, you can derive the IBAN
of germans out of the former account number, postal code and country.
Problem
There are two ways of implementing this in BOPF.
a.

Use a transient attribute “IBAN” which is automatically filled by an after loading
determination from the former account number. An after modification
determination is needed to keep it in sync.

b.

Use a persistent attribute “IBAN” which is synchronized by the help of an after
modification determination.

Solution
If a persistent attribute is used, queries and additional consumers (e.g. SADL) can
access the attribute. In addition, there is no performance overhead while reading
the value – only updating the value will costs performance.
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Before Retrieve Determinations
Configuration Alternatives
(a)
Determination is triggered always by a
“Retrieve-By-Association”
P

Before Retrieve Determination
T

Request Node

(b)
Determination is triggered by “Retrieve”
(but only one time for each key)
P
T

Before Retrieve Determination
Request Node

Depending on the configuration of a before retrieve determination, the triggering of
the determination is different:
•

In case of (a), the retrieve-by-association always triggers the before retrieve
determination. The IT_KEY parameter of the RBA call is completely handed over
as IT_KEY importing parameter to the determination’s implementation.

•

In case of (b), a retrieve call executes the before retrieve determination. But only
those IT_KEY from the retrieve parameter are handed over as IT_KEY importing
parameter to the determination’s implementation, which are not requested by a
retrieve before.
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Transactions

Lock Pattern
Update Lock Pattern

Optimistic Dialog and Update Lock

Exclusive Dialog and Update Lock

Descripti
on

Only update locks

Keeps optimistic dialog lock during save

Keeps exclusive dialog lock during
save

Details

After the save of a transaction
the update locks are released
due to the processed update
task. Thus the user interface
has to reacquire all optimistic
locks in order to keep the UI
fields editable.

If thousands of instances participate at the
transaction, the reloading after reacquiring
the locks is not possible due to performance
reasons.

If thousands of instances participate at
the transaction, the reloading after
reacquiring the locks is not possible
due to performance reasons.

Thus the endless editing lock mode uses
optimistic dialog locks to keep informed that
only parallel changed instances need to be
reloaded.

Thus the endless editing lock mode
uses optimistic dialog locks to keep
informed that only parallel changed
instances need to be reloaded.

Reload

Yes
This reacquiring causes a
reload of the data from the
persistency.

No

No

Usage

Use this by default.

Mass Data Scenarios, having many
instances buffered and less optimistic locks.

Mass Data Scenarios, having many
instances buffered and many
optimistic locks.
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“Update Lock” Pattern
Overview
User locks a node
instance optimistically
(Retrieve Core Service)

User changes the node
instance (e.g. Modify
Core Service)

User (e.g. User Interface)
acquires Optimistic Update
Lock for all formaly locked
instances (this will cause a
reload from database)

User saves
transaction
Commit
Work

Save
Phase

Interaction Phase

Next
Transaction

Update
Task
BOPF starts update task
in order write transaction
changes to the database

Dialog

Update

O

0

1

E

0

0
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“Update Lock” Pattern
Static Configuration
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“Optimistic Dialog and Update Lock” Pattern
Overview
User locks a node
instance optimistically
(Retrieve Core Service)

User changes the node
instance (e.g. Modify
Core Service)

User saves
transaction
Commit
Work

Interaction Phase

Save Phase
Update
Task

After Successful Save
BOPF acquires Optimistic
Update and Dialog Lock for all
formaly locked instances
without reloading from
database
Dialog
Update

BOPF starts update task
in order write transaction
changes to the database

Dialog

Update

O

1

1

E

0

0
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“Optimistic Dialog and Update Lock” Pattern
Static Configuration
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“Exclusive Dialog and Update Lock” Pattern
Overview
User locks a node
instance optimistically
(Retrieve Core Service)

User changes the node
instance (e.g. Modify
Core Service)

User saves
transaction
Commit
Work

Interaction Phase

Save Phase
Update
Task

After Successful Save
BOPF acquires Optimistic
Dialog lock for each exclusive
locked instance and removes
exclusive dialog lock.

BOPF starts update task
in order write transaction
changes to the database

Dialog

Update

O

1

0

E

0

0
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“Exclusive Dialog and Update Lock” Pattern
Static Configuration
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Dynamically overrule Lock Mode
The Lock Mode can be set statically at design time and overruled dynamically at the
beginning of a transaction with method
/BOBF/IF_TRA_TRANSACTION_MGR~SET_TRANSACTION_CONTEXT
of class BOBF/CL_TRA_TRANSACTION_MGR (parameter IV_ENQUEUE_SCOPE and
IV_CLEANUP_MODE).
Attention: Setting the lock mode during a transaction instead of its beginning will lead
to a dump.
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Properties

Requesting Properties
Scenario
A batch report modifies instances and it is ensured, that this report works correctly.
However the properties of the business object are requested and evaluated.
Problem
As soon as a consumer request properties for the first time for a certain node,
BOPF will sent further properties and property change notifications automatically
during the whole transaction for it. The creation of properties is time consuming.
Solutions
•

Don’t request properties (via RETRIEVE_PROPERTIES core service) if the
consumer does not need them.

•

Call cleanup in order to get no further properties and notifications
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Reduce Automatic Property Checks
Scenario
BOPF offers the possibility to just return calculated properties to the consumer or to
also validate the consumer’s requests against that properties. For instance, it is
possible that BOPF automatically rejects a modification if there is a readonly
property.
Problem
The validation of consumer requests against properties is time consuming.
Solutions
Reduce automatic property checks if the consumer behaves consistent.
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Reduce Automatic Property Checks
Configuration
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Loading Groups

Loading Groups
Scenario
BOPF allows to define loading groups by the flag “separate loadable” on the node
level. If a member of a loading group is retrieved, all related instances of the whole
loading group is automatically fetched from the database, too.

Problem
If for instance the whole business object is a loading group, the retrieve of one
instance will cause the loading of all related instances. This might cause a lot of
separate database selects.
Solutions
The loading group feature is deprecate, thus don’t use it anymore. If there
attributes, which are usually retrieved together, put them on the same node.
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Thank you
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